
H1: The UK’s leading fuel delivery service / Empowering business across the 

UK with a leading fuel delivery service / Fuelling your business’s success 

Specialists in supplying commercial fuels to businesses across the UK reliably and on a next-day 

delivery turnaround.  

 

H2: Why choose The Oil Depot? 

The Oil Depot offers a nationwide managed fuel delivery service. We have industry-leading 

experience spanning four decades, meaning every customer, small or large, wherever they’re based, 

receives the support, expertise, and reassurance they need in procuring fuel without the headache. 

We have the experience and ability to be your regular and chosen partner, managing and facilitating 

your fuel for your business long-term, efficiently and effectively.  

Simply put, we offer an unparalleled fuel delivery service that is built on our commitment to 

providing peace of mind and keeping our customers supplied with the fuel they need so they can 

focus on the job at hand. There’s a reason we’re on The Times 100 list of Britain's fastest-growing 

companies, and we’ll demonstrate why from the very first delivery. 

Our services include offering an unrivalled next delivery service across the full UK Mainland, from 20-

litre fuel boxes, barrels and IBCs to Bulk deliveries from 500Litres to 36,000Litres of Fuel. 

 

H3: Gas Oil & Diesel Supply 

Competitive and reliable Red Diesel and DERV deliveries. 

H3: Gd+ HVO Fuel 

Made from 100% renewable raw materials, reduces CO2 emissions by up to 90%. 

H3: Kerosene Supply 

Deliveries for all commercial kerosene users from boxes to bulk 

H3: Industrial Heating Oil 

Industrial heating oils and alternatives  

H3: Next Day & Emergency 

Specialists in nationwide next day and emergency bulk fuel delivery. 

H3: Lubricants & Grease 

Supporting your business with quality lubricants, reliable delivery, and product expertise. 

H3: AdBlue Supply 

18-litre containers, 200-litre barrels, IBCs and bulk deliveries from 1,000 litres. 

H3: Tank Sponge Eco 

Soaks up to 700ml of water from your tank preventing the build-up of harmful tank sludge. 



H3: 200L Barrels 

Gas Oil, Diesel, Kerosene, Lubricants and AdBlue and more. 

 

H2: How we can help 

We make the fuel purchasing process easy, accessible, and fast for your business, whether you’re 

commercial or public sector. All our partners have a dedicated point of contact and a single fuel 

account manager to make fuel procurement simple and reliable. 

We know how stressful it is when you run out of fuel in the middle of a job or can’t find a reliable 

supplier to understand and fulfil your needs. So, we offer a leading service to fuel your business, and 

keep it running as best it can at all times.  

From emergency supplies to regular deliveries, The Oil Depot is the fuel supply partner you can rely 

on. An industry expert in your corner, who comes through for your business, wherever you are and 

whatever your needs. 

There are five key benefits to working with us that we consistently deliver on. 

H3: Adaptability 

We take an innovative and versatile approach to the fuel industry based on knowing what our 

partners need.  

By operating a brokerage business model, we are flexible and proactive so we can constantly adapt 

to your evolving fuel requirements in an ever-changing market. This provides your business with 

market resilience. 

H3: Timesaving  

You don’t have to deal with multiple suppliers and accounts for different locations  

H3: Peace of mind 

Rest assured you’re safe from the risk (and cost) of downtime caused by fuel running out  

H3: Security  

You can feel confident your fuel needs are taken care of without it causing logistical issues, even in 

emergencies  

H3: Quality 

You can always trust us to deliver gold-standard service and high-quality fuel products that keep 

your business running smoothly 

 

H2: Who we are 

 

H3: We are knowledgeable 



We’re proud of the 40 years of stellar experience we have in operating a fuel logistics service. Our 

customers know they can turn to us in any situation, whether it’s a supply chain issue or a need for a 

more efficient and cost-effective fuel partner.  

H3: We are reliable 

We understand the true cost of downtime, so we offer a 100% reliable service to ensure businesses 

that require fuel to function stay operational and profitable. Our customers depend on us to make 

things happen, wherever they are and whatever situation they find themselves in. This could be an 

emergency, a weekly top-up, or a switch to greener alternatives– we’ll always be here to fuel your 

business. 

H3: We are forward thinking 

As a proud GREENARC company, we embrace the opportunities for sustainability and a greener 

future and have a progressive mindset for our business and yours. 

Like any well-run service providers, our industry-leading delivery is fuelled by core values that we 

take pride in upholding every day. 

 

H3: Professionalism 

We take a modern, fresh approach to fuel delivery and offer exceptional service to our customers. 

H3: Trust  

When it comes to fuel, being let down has a significant impact on your business. We’re the partner 

you can trust to take your needs as seriously as you do. 

H3: Confidence  

We have the utmost confidence in our power to deliver and you can have the same confidence your 

requirements will always be understood and fulfilled to the highest standards. 

H3: Support  

Our dynamic, resilient approach means we provide the support our customers need to keep their 

operations running smoothly. We’re always here when you need us, and you have a single point of 

contact to reassure you. 

H2: Our customers 

At The Oil Depot, we supply a wide range of fuels, lubricants, and tanks to private sector businesses, 

and public sector organisations such as the NHS, schools, and HM Prison Service. 

Our aim is to make your fuel and lubricant purchasing simple. We keep your operation moving with 

reliable and competitive bulk fuel deliveries.  

We can service multiple locations nationally and take the headache out of managing that process for 

you. Many of our partners manage multiple sites and need a supplier who can streamline all fuel 

deliveries via a scheduled fuelling plan that optimises staff time, simplifies budgets, and avoids 

unnecessary downtime.  



The Oil Depot team also loves working with businesses who keep sustainability and a green future 

high on their agenda, helping them achieve this by moving their fuel needs to a more sustainable 

alternative.  

H3: What our customers say about our service 

*TESTIMONIAL SLIDER* 

 

H2: Start fuelling your business better today 

Whether you’re running dangerously low or experiencing a logistical nightmare, talk to us about a 

scheduled, emergency or same-day delivery. We pride ourselves on delivering fuel anytime, 

anywhere. 

Our UKIFDA accredited supply network comprises thousands of fuel delivery vehicles operating from 

hundreds of depots nationwide. There’s nowhere we can’t reach quick-time. 

Need a 20-litre drum? No problem. 

How about a 210-litre barrel? Easy. 

A 36,000-litre articulated wagon? Just tell us when and where. 

Quotes can be requested online, but if you prefer to talk over the phone, we provide an industry-

experienced fuel logistics team who are always happy to help. 

Need bulk fuel anywhere in the UK tomorrow? Call us to schedule your delivery. 

*GET IN TOUCH* 

 

H3: Gas Oil & Diesel Supply 

Competitive and reliable Red Diesel and DERV deliveries. 

*FIND OUT MORE* 

 

H3: Next Day & Emergency 

Specialists in nationwide next day and emergency bulk fuel delivery. 

*VISIT PAGE* 

 

H3: Specialist Fuel Supply 

Including HVO (Hydrogenated Vegetable Oil Fuel), HFO and Gas to Liquid fuel. 

*FIND OUT MORE* 

 

H3: Get in touch with our fuel logistics team 

https://ukifda.org/


0808 164 3801 

info@theoildepot.co.uk 

The Oil Depot, University Business Centre, The Piece Mill, 27 Horton Street, Halifax, HX1 1QE 

tel:+448081643801
mailto:info@theoildepot.co.uk

